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Abstract 
This paper describes the experimental of the clutractcrirxttion of spatial variability of soil 
physical properties at l)'IT campus. The objective of the experiment are to charactcriic 
spatial structure of soil physical properties under tropical climate in terms of 
scmivariogram parameters, to map the variation in soil physical properties in I J'I P 
campus, and to evaluate the effect of land use changes on the variability of soil physical 
properties. All of the planned project activities and tool required were explained in details 
further in this report. The study indicated geostatistical analysis in conjunction with 
conventional statistical analysis could reveal spatial variability nature of soil properties 
and causes behind the variability. Of significance importance to land management to land 
management practices is the finding that the variability of the soil properties arc largely 
due to topographic features and land disturbances. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
Spatial variability of soil physical properties arc important analysis which to 
determine the optimum size of spatial for distributed parameter hydrological models, 
estimating point or spatially averaged values of soil properties that using kriging 
technique, in designing sampling networks and improving their efficiency The 
Global Positioning System ((H'S) is used for locating the sample position. Finding 
the variability of the soil properties is largely important to land management practices 
due to topographic features and land disturbances. 
Spatial variability causes difficulty in representing a ! oil with a deterministic 
or precisely defined set of characteristics and precludes characterization of soil 
hydrological response. Recently, one of the major issues that has been increasing 
concern about how to estimate attribute of spatially varying of soil physical 
properties. 
Them arc several form analysis that arc important for characterization of 
spatial structure of soil engineering properties: (1) to determine the optimum sirs of 
spatial grids for distributed parameter hydrological models, (2) estimating point or 
spatially averaged values of soil properties using kriging methods, (3) in designing 
sampling networks and improving their efficiency. 
I 
There have 3 steps to be done fir this experimental, which arc the study area, 
soil sampling and laboratory analysis, and statistical and gcostatistcal analysis. 
1. I. 1. The such area 
The study was conducted in the University Technology 
l'ctronas(U I'I') which located in Bandar Seri Iskandar that established on January 
10.1997. Thc campus area is 400 ha (1 UWacrcs). 
1.1.: Soil sumpling and the laboratory analysis 
Global Positioning System ((il'S) was used for locating the sample position 
with an error of ilm. Fitly soil samples were collected at each location using a 
stainless steel auger. 'lien the soil samples were transferred to laboratory for analysis 
which to determine the soil physical properties: hulk density, moisture content. 
specific gravity, particle size distribution, and the organic content. 
1.13 StatJstlcal and (; eustutistlcul Analysis 
Tbc result of the laboratory tests on soil engineering properties were 
subjected to twos types of analysis: normal statistical and gerstatistical analysis. 
Norval statistical analysis included determination of maximum, minimum, mean. 
standard deviation. and coefficient of variation of soil engineering properties. 
While for the gcostasticul analysis included examining spatial variability 
nature of the soil engineering properties over the study area by determining the 
semivariogram parameters (thc sill, nugget, range). 
This proposed project will allow understanding and characterization of small 
scale spatial variability nature of physical properties at l1'I'1' campus area. this will 
also allow identifying the ef'f'ects of land disturbances and catchments characteristics 
in t ill campus area. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Univcrý. city Technology Pctronas(l J Ii') is built on a 4(X) hcctarc(l (XX)acrc) 
site strategically located at Bandar Seri Iskandar Pcruk Darul Ridzuan . This campus 
is used as the cxpcrimcntal about the characterization of' spatial variability of soil 
physical properties. 
All the %oil physical propcrtics which arc moisture content, %oil bulk density. 
particle sire distribution, organic content and specific gravity should be determined. 
With all of this, the characterization of spatial variability of sail physical properties 
can be determined. Thus, it can map the variation in soil physical properties at tlTP 
campus. It also can evaluate the ctlect of land use changes on the variability of soil 
physical properties. 
I 
13 Objectives and Scope of Study 
This project is csscntial to determine of chaructcrifation of soil physical 
properties at U'IT campus. The main objectives of this research arc: 
I. To charactcrirc spatial structure of soil physical properties under tropical 
climate in terms of semivariogram parameters. 
2. To map the variation of'soil physical properties in the study area. 
3. To evaluate the effect of land use changes on the variability of soil 
physical properties. 
This project also concentrate on the optimum size of spatial grids for 
distributed parameter hydrological model (Anctil et al., 2002), estimating point or 
spatially averaged values of soil properties that using kriging technique (e. g. 
l1ardossy and Lehmann, 1988) and in designing sampling networks and improving 
their efficiency (e. g. Prakash and Singh, 2(XX)). 




LITERATURE REVIEW/ THEORY 
2.1 'nceory 
Spatial variability causcs difficulty in rcpresenting a soil with a deterministic 
or precisely dcfincd set of characteristics and precludes characterization of soil 
hydrological response. Recently, one of the major issues that has been increasing 
concern about how to estimate attribute of spatially varying of soil physical 
properties. 
'There are several form analysis that are important for charactcriiation of 
spatial structure of soil engineering properties: (1) to determine the optimum size of 
spatial grids for distributed parameter hydrological models jAnctil ct al., 20021, (2) 
estimating point or spatially averaged values of soil properties using kriging methods 
Il ardrs. Yy and Lehmann, 1998J, (3) in designing sampling networks and improving 
their efficiency (Prakash and Singh, 2(XX)J. 
The experiment of the spatial variability of nail physical properties arc 
already been made by poseur et al., 2004 at IJSM campus. The scmivariogram and 
statistical parameters has been characterized the spatial variability of soil physical 
properties, From the experimental they did, larger ('V's (coefficient of variation) and 
sill (the total variance) for soil fines and moisture content indicates irregular 
distribution of these two properties compared to other soil properties (6J. 
S 
lioth of land disturbances and topographic conditions contributed to the 
variability of soil properties. However the semivariogram model parameter showed 
relatively poor fit to the data as judge from the low r' due to the fact that the number 
of sampling points selected was less relative to the extent of the area studied. 
The change of land uvc pattern did not affect ('V fir soil p1I and organic 
matter, but increased ('V for soil available K and decreased ('V for soil available 
P(10j. 
?. l. 1 Hulk 1»nslly 
llcrnanr 2000, discussed an empirical model to predict soil hulk density 
profiles in field conditions using penetration resistance, moisture content and soil 
depth. From the study it shows the bulk density of the soil expresses the relationship 
between its mass and the volume it occupies. 
This paramctcr indirectly reflects the structural condition and compactness of 
the soil. Knowing the value of this parameter, porosity and air-filled porosity can be 
calculated. Likewise, it allows gravimetric moisture content to be put in terms of 
volumetric moisture, this in turn allowing insight to be gained into the water storage 
profile of the soil. Soil bulk density is measured using both direct and indirect 
methods. 
The former are used to determine the value of a given mass of soil and the 
volume it occupies. Measurement of these two variables may he accomplished with 
the help of cylinders of a known volume, such as the lirandfield cylinder or the 
Uhland equipment developed by Utah State University. 
6 
These methods arc quite straightforward but pose numerous disadvantages: 
they arc laborious to use. a time elapses between field soil sampling and 
determination of the bulk density value in the laboratory; and they arc highly 
susceptible to errors during sample extraction, transport and handling in the 
laboratory. The indirect methods are based on measuring the effect produced by the 
soil on the photons of gamma radiation emitted by a radioactive isotope. Calibration 
is required to empirically relate these cflccts to bulk density. 
Available gamma-ray equipment operates by backscattcring or by 
transmission. Both types of gamma-ray devices are costly and must be operated by 
nuclear safety trained personnel; preparation of the boreholcs for insertion of the 
radioactive source and receiver is time-consuming and laborious; frequent 
calibrations are required; reading is slow; and it is necessary to know the soil 
moisture content. 
Bulk density measurements are more acxuratc with transmission gauges than 
with beckscattering gauges, and this accuracy also depends on the texture of the soil. 
since with clay and sandy soils the valucs of hulk density obtained using such 
equipment are similar to those obtained with the cylinder, this not being the case for 
loamy soils . Simultaneous measurement of bulk density and soil moisture content 
may be achieved using the double-energy gamma transmission gauge 14 1. 
2.1.2 Malsture Content 
Soil moisture is the key defining variable that integrates all components of 
the surface energy talance and as such is of major importance to climate models and 
their surface schemes (Rodrigucx-lturbc and Rinaldo, 1997). Furthermore 
understanding of soil moisture balance and its variability (spatial and temporal) is 
instrument qualifying the linkage between a region hydrology, ecology and 
physiography (geology). 
7 
Mcans, the spatial patterns and temporal variability of soil moisture will be 
eonscyuenec (and to some cxtcnd a controlling factor) of the area's vegetation and 
physiography (R(xirigucr. -Iturbe, 2((X)) 171. 
:. 1-3 1'urllrle sl: e distribution 
lgathinathanc ct at, 2(XX), discussed machinc vision based particle size and 
size distribution determination of airborne dust particles of wood and bark pellets. 
his study shows asscswncnt of particle sire and sire distribution of dust, an csscntial 
first xtagc measurement, can be obtained utilizing several methods such as the basic 
mechanical sieving, and advanced light scattering, acoustic spectroscopy, and laser 
diffraction methods. 
Machine vision is another approach to mcasurc the size of particulate 
material, and image prmcssing techniques were actually used for calibrating the 
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Figurc 1: "tbc comparison between experimental mechanical sieving and machine 
vision analysis. 
Particlc si, c distribution analysis from the two methods in the form of 
percentages of particles retained on sieves and cumulativc particles retained showed 
comparable results (Fig. 1). In the absence of a standard reference method, it is not 
pouihlc to decide which method is superior; however, Fig. I may serve to spot 
excessive departure (if present) between methods studied. 
Fhc observed deviations can be attributed to the dif1cring mechanisms of 
particle separation and grouping between the methods. Mechanical sieving is 
essentially a width-based separation, while the present machine vision is truly length- 
hosed separation. 
9 
The mechanical sieving was already shown to he not eliminating the "Calling- 
through" effect of longer particles through smaller size sicvc openings . In addition, 
clogging of sicvc openings cannot he completely avoided owing to electrostatic 
forces of fine dust particles. Consistent Icss number of particles retained fir both 
materials in the pan with mechanical sieving compared to machine vision method 
(Fig. 1) may he due to sieve clogging phenomenon. 
'Ibcsc results as well demonstrate the c11cctivcncss of mechanical sieving of 
uniform spherical particles. Since both the methods were quite comparable, the 
machine vision method can be advantageously utilized in place of the cxpcnsivc and 
laborious mechanical sieving (1 j. 
2 . 14 Organic content 
As rvportcd by Shan, ju ct al, 1999 in thcir study fir the organic matter content 
of strcct dust in l. ivcrpcxol, l 1K, and its association with dust magnetic properties. The 
dust organic matter level ranges from 1.0 to 10.1%. After eliminating six outliers, it 
ranges between 1.0 and 7.0% (average 4.0%, standard deviation 1.3%). No outlier in 
the surface soil samples is detected using the boxplot analysis. 
'Ihc organic matter content of surface soil is between 3.4 and 8.6% (average 
5.6%. standard deviation 1.8%). It seems that the organic matter content of dust is 
lower than that of soil, but the comparivum is inconclusive because of the small 
number of soil samples. 
Ferguson and Ryan (1984) estimated the organic matter content of street dust 
samples from different city types, ranging from 3.5 to 18.3%, by ignition at 5®(' for 
16 h. Al-('halabi and I lawkcr (1996) reported a mean organic matter content of 4. I% 
in their samples (ignition at 5(X)°(' for 12 h). 
to 
Their results may overestimate the organic matter content due to the high 
ignition temperature (="4(w°('). I lildcmann ct al. (199 1) showed a high level (17%) of 
organics in their fine particulate road dust samplcs 191. 
:. 1.3 Specific Gravity 
Julian ct al. 2008 was discussed the determining the specific gravities of 
coanic aggreptes utilizing vacuum saturation approach. Vitton et al. investigated the 
applicability of the automated helium pycnomctcr in aggregate specific gravity 
analysis in gcotechnical engineering. 
The mscarch targeted how to best measure the specific gravity of highly 
absorptive coarse aggregates. This was necessitated by the discovery that the 
conventional 24 *4h failed to satisfy the full absorption potential of highly 
absorptive aggregates. Helium gas, on the other hand, can more easily absorb into a 
material's of ective pore space. 
A helium pycnomctcr uses the ideal gas law, /'V nRT, to determine the 
volume of a material based on prmsurv mcasurcmcnts of helium gas. By knowing the 
dry mass of the aggregate, the specific gravity of the aggregate can he determined. 
Another alternative Vitton ct al. explored was the use of the automated envelope 
density analyzer. 
This device determines the bulk volume or cnvclopc volume of a wunple by 
measuring the volume of a fine-grained material in a cylinder, and then again 
measuring the volume of the finc-grained material plus the sample. By finding the 
difference in volume between the two measurements, the bulk volume of the sample 
can be calculated and the bulk specific gravity determined. 
II 
hic findings concluded that the helium pycnomctcr can be used to automate 
the testing of coarse aggregates to determine apparent specific gravity while the 
envelope density analyzer is applicable for specific gravity measurement of coarse 
aggregates. A combination of the helium pycnomctcr and the envelope density 
analyzer can be used to calculate the absorption, and bulk specific gravity (SSI)) ISj. 
2.1.6 Gruslullslir unulysis 
(ioostatistics is a branch of applied statistics developed by George Mathcmn 
of the Centre dc Momphologie Mathematicyuc in Fontainebleau, France. The original 
purpose of geostatistics centered on estimating changes in ore grade within a mint. 
However, the principles have been applied to a variety of areas in geology and other 
scientific disciplines. 
A unique aspect of gcostatistics is the use of regionalized variables which are 
variables that fall between random variables and completely deterministic variables. 
Regionalized variables describe phenomena with geographical distribution (e. g. 
elevation of ground surface) the phenomenon exhibit spatial continuity; however, it is 
not always possible to sample every locution. 
Therefore, unknown values must be estimated from data taken at specific 
locations that can be sampled- The sine, shape, orientation, and spatial arrangement of 
the sample locations is termed the support and influence, the capability to predict the 
unknown samples. If any of these characteristics change, then the unknown values 
will change. 
The sampling and estimating of regionalized variables arc done so that a 
pattcm of variation in the phenomenon under investigation can be mapped such as a 
contour map for a Scagraphieal region. 
12 
'. !. ' .S miruriuncr 
Scmivariancc is a mcasurc of the degree of spatial dependence between 
samples. 'I'hc magnitude of the scmivariancc between points depends on the distance 
bctwccn the points. A smaller distance yields a smaller scmivariancc and a larger 
distance results in a larger scmivariancc. 
The plot of the scmivarianccs as a function of distance from a point is referred 
to as a semivariogram. The scmivariance increases as the distance increases until at a 
certain distance away from a point the scinivariancc will equal the variance around 
the average value, and will thcrcforc no longer increase, causing a flat region to occur 
on the semivariogram called a sill. 
From the paint of interest to the distance where the flat region begins is 
termed the range or spun of'thc regionalized variable. Within this range, locations are 
related to each other 121. 
2 /S Kringing 
Kriging is the cisttimation procedure used in gcostatistics using known values 
and a semivariogram to determine unknown values. It was named after 1). G. Krigc 
from South Africa. The procedures involved in kriging incorporate measures of error 
and uncertainty when determine estimations 121. 
13 
('IIAI 1'ER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
l'hc mcthcxlology for this projcct is to churac; tcri"rc spatial struc: turc of soil 
physical prupcrtics undcr tropical climate in tcrms of scmivariogram paramctcrs, to 
map the variation in soil physical properties in the area and to evaluate the cfl'cct of 
land use changes in the variability of soil physical properties. 
This projcct will he donc by doing the study area, laboratory analysis, and 
statistical and gcustatistical analysis. 
3.1 The study area 
Tc study was conducted in the University Technology l'etronaa(11'1'P) which 
located in Bandar ticri l%kandar that established on January 10,1997. 'ilhc campus area 
is 400 ha (I(0(hacres). 
14 




I-igurc 2: 1olx)grüphy mal) oft I I'll uu»puti 
3.2 Soll sampling and laboratory analysis 
The grid uiunpling mcthod will be uwcd for this study on the premisc that grid 
sampling reduces the possibility of uneven clustered samples. The campus will be 
divided by a numhcr of regular goo-grids. Soil sainplcs were collected at each grid- 
notc. 
'Ibc sampling location which ICII on pavcd arcs or on buildings or whcrc the 
sampling location wax inacccssihlc (wct urcus) wcre omitted. In certain axasion 
whcrc the sampling location fell at the corner of a building. soil samplcs were 
collected from the adjacent ground. 
15 
II t1fliLTIL-kLI"LLi1 
During held impling the grid-notc locutions were established by a 1xnrtuhlc 
Global Positioning System (('PS) (scc figure 3) unit with an error off Im. fifty soil 
samhlcs wcrc collected during the sampling program (figure 4). 
Fi jurc 3: (. I'S cquipmcnt and the ciosc up vicw of thc G PS cquipmcnt 
16 
ro--71 1 Figurr 4: 'IhC gcti-grid sumplink location 
W hrcrc :- 
is paint that (il'S located 
is paint that soil wimple taken 
17 
Soil sample was collected at each location using a stainless steel soil auger. 
The length of the soil samples collected was about ? (km. Each core sample, aftcr 
extrusion from the sampler will divide into two sub-samples to represent two samples 
from each location. 
'l'hcn the soil samples will scul into plastic togs and transtcr to the laboratory 
for analysis. Laboratory will be dons on two samples from each location and the 
mean result will be used for analysis. 
For each soil sample, five soil engineering properties will be dctcrmincd in 
the laboratory analysis: 
a) Bulk density 
h) Moisture contcnt 
c) Spccitic gravity 
d) Particle size distribution 
c) The organic content 
3.2.1 Bulk Density 
'Ibc soil bulk density can be detcmiincd from the ratio ofsamplc muss and the 
volume. The sample volume can be known by measuring sample length and cross 
sectional area and the sample mass will be obtained from the dry weight of the 
sample subjected to oven drying at II Q`Y' for 24 hour. 
'ihe bulk dcn. +ity can be calculated: 
Hulk dcnxity - Mam of &)il (rc) 
Volume a(' cylinder (cm') 
is 
. 
(. '. ' AluisJurc' ( 'crnlrnl 
ITýc soil moisture content can be dctcrminai from the difkrcncc between the 
wet weight (field sample) and dry weight (subjected to oven drying at 11(M' for 24 
hours) of the sample and expressed as a percentage of the dry weight of the sample. 
The procedure fir determination of moisture content is: 
1) Clean and dry the moisture content tin and weigh it to the nearest O. O lg 
(ml). 'l'ake a sample of at least 30g of soil, crumble and place loosely in 
container, and replace the lid. Then weigh the container and contents to 
the nearest 0.01 g (m2). 
2) Remove the lid, and place the container with its lid and contents in oven 
and dry at 105'(' to 110'(' fir a period of 24 hours. IN) not replace the lid 
while the sample is in the oven. 
3) After drying, remove the container and contents from the oven and place 
the whole in the desiccator to cool. 
4) Replace the lid and then weigh the container and content to the nearest 
0.018 (m3). 
S) Calculate the moisture content of soil specimen: 
(m2 - m3) 
Moisture content, W- -------------------- X 10 (r/O 
(m3 -m1) 
W hcrc: 
m1 is the nuns of container (in g) 
m2 is the nuixsi of container and wct soil (in 
m3 is the num ofcontainer and dry sail (in g) 
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3.2.3 . ti j)rri/ic" (; ruvih, 
Figurc 5: Specific gravity equipment 
The sample specific gravity can be determined by the large pyknometer 
method that suitable tier soils containing particles up to medium gravel sire, Sample 
specific gravity data arc used in hydrometer analysis but are not intended for spatial 
variability analysis. 
1-hc procedure of specific gravity (Figure 5) is: 
1) fake a sample of soil about 1.5kg and sicvc the sample. Brcak down the 
coarse particles retained on a 20mm test sieve to less than that sirs, 
2) t)ividc the sample into 2 specimens. each weighing 400g by riffling. 
3) l'ut these specimens into the oven for drying at 105'C - 110"(' and then 
store the specimens in an airtight container until rcyuired. 
4) ('lean and dry the pyknometer and weigh the whole assembly to the nearest 
0.5v (MI). 
5) Remove the screw top and transter the first specimens from its scaled 
container directly into the jar. 
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6) Weigh the jar and its content and the screw-top assembly to the nearest 
0.51 (m2). 
7) Add water at a temperature of within f 2'C of the average rxoni temperature 
during the test to about half fill of the jar. Stir the mixture thoroughly with 
the glass rod to remove air trapped in the soil. 
8) Fit the screw cap assembly and tighten it so that the refcrcncc marks 
coincide. Fill the pyknomcter with water. 
9) Agitate by shaking the pyknomctcr. Allow air to escape and froth to 
disperse. Leave the pyknomctcr standing for at least 24hour at room 
temperature content within i 2'C. 
10) Top up the pyknomctcr with the water so that the water surf ace is flush 
with the hole in the conical cap. Make notes that air bubbles or froth are 
not trapped under the cap. 
11) 1)ry the pyknomctcr on the outside and weigh the whole to the nearest 
O. 5(m3). 
12) Empty the pyknometer, wash it thoroughly and fill it completely with 
water at nxom temperature. Make sure that the reference marks on the 
screw cap coincide, that no air bubbles arc entrapped, and that the water 
surface is flush with the hole in the conical cap. 
13) Dry the pyknomctcr on the outside and weigh to nearest 0.5g (m4). 
14) Repeat step 4-12 by using second specimen of the same soil so that the 
two values of particle density can be obtained. If the results differ more 
than 0.05M/m', repeat the test. 
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The specific gravity, ps can be calculated: 
m2-ml 
ps (in Mg/m') - --------------------------- 
(m4-m1) (m3 -in2) 
Whcrc: - 
ml is mass of pyknomctcr # cup usscmhly (g) 
m2 is mays ofpyknomctcr º cup $ soil (g) 
m3 is mass of pyknamctcr + cup 4 soil '} wutcr (g) 
m4 is mass of pyknamctcr t cap 4 watcr (g) 
3. ?. 4 I'urlirle , tiLe I)1strlhuNun 
Ihc particle size distribution is determined using both, mechanical sieving 
and hydrometer analysis. 'Ibcn the results of the two analyscs art then combined to 
produce the complete particle site distribution of the soil samples. The fine content 
are used for statistical and gcostatistical analysis. Thc procedure of particle size 
distribution is: 
1) Weigh the Oven dried sample to 0.1 % to its total mass (m l ). 
2) Stack 8 numbers of test sieves on the mechanical shaker with the largest 
size test sieve appropriate to the maximum size of material present at the 
bottom of the stack followed by the smaller size test sieves and a receiver 
at the bottom of'thc sack. 
3) l'lacc the sample on the top sieve and cover the sieve with a lid. Agitate the 
test sieves on the mechanical sieve shaker liar 5 minute. Weigh the amount 
retained on each of the test sieves to 0.1% of its total mass. 
Figure 6: Mechanical Sieving equipment 
J. 2.5 (hKunic-( 'unlc"n1 
The sample organic cuntcnt is dctcnnincd From the difTercncc between the 
weight of the oven dricd (at I IO"t' liar 24hours) sample and the weight of the sample 
subjected to ignition in a mulllcr furnace at 440°C fur 4 hours and expressed as a 
pcmentagc of the oven dry weight of the sample. 
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Figurc 7: 'l'hc mui'llrr furnace at 440'(' 
The organic content can be calculated: 
Organic content, %- Lm? _ja 
(mj-mD X 100 
(m2 - in 1) 
W hcrr: 
mI- mass of contuincr 
m2 - mass of dry soil t containcr at II OT 
rn3 - muxs of huniroil + container at 440'C 
31 Statistical and Gcostatistical Analysis 
'Ihc results of the laboratory tcsts on soil cnginccring propcrtics arc 
subjcctcd to two typos of analysis: 
i. Normal statistical 
ii. (icostatistical analysis 
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3.3.1 Normal . tilulislicul anal vsis 
Nornial statistical analysis included dctcrmination of' maximunm, 
minimum, moan, standard deviation, and the c; ocflicicnt of' variation of soil 
engineering propcrtics over the study area. 
3.3.2 (; ruslullsltcul urui/vsl. ti" 
(ieostatistical analysis included examining spatial variability nature of the soil 
engineering properties by determining scmivariogram parameters namely the sill, 
nugget, and the range, established best fitted scmivariogram models for the soil 
properties, and computing maps of distribution of soil engineering properties over 
the study area using the kriging method. Kriging allow the estimation of spatially 
correlated data and arc superior to other commonly used interpolation techniques 
such as Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) and Normal Distance Weighting 
(NI)W). (icostatistical characterization of the data is performed by using (US+ 
(Gamma Design Softwarc, d'lainwcll, M1. IISA). 
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The scrnivariancc was estimated ti)r all the four sail cnginccring 
prupcrtics. t? ic scmivariancc is defined as (Gtx)vacrts, 1977): 
,s (h) 11 
it ) __ E( -- ("r + 1, 2)- =( ý, ))l (!, ), , Il 
Where: 
y (h) - the scmivariancc, 
hi - the lag, 
N (h) i- the total number of sample couples separated by the lag interval h; 
) the measured sample value at point (x, ) 
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Figure 8: tichcmatic diagram ofa vcmivariugram and its jwramctcrx 
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A property is called spatially dependent or auto correlated if the probability of 
similar data values is higher fur neighboring sample points than fir points far from 
each other (Warrick ct al., 1980). 'lotus, z(x) correlates to the neighboring z(x +h), 
with h being the lug, between $x) and z(x +h). 
'ihc cornclation bctwccn z(x) and z(x +h) cxprcsscs the spatial structure of a 
variable of interest (lsaaks and Srivastava. 1989). The scmivariogram displays the 
change in scrnivariance bctwccn sample points with increasing lag. l: igurc 2 
cchcmatically illustrates an experimental and fitted scmivariogram with parameters. 
'! he scmivariancc rises with increasing lag then levels off. 
'Mc Ing, at which the plateau is achieved, is called the 'range' ß, and the 
semivariance value of the plateau is called the 'sill' (X1+)) (Figure 2). Points within 
the range are considered to be spatially or temporally auto-correlated, while points 
outside the range are spatially independent. Empirical semivariograms seldom peas 
the origin, but intersect ith the ordinate. This discontinuity is the 'nugget' X o, and 
consists of two parts; the spatial variancc of scales less than the minimum sampling 
distance (if present), and measurement and uunpic location crror. 
'Ihc nugget represents all wusc ountcd spatial variability at distances smaller than 
the smallcst Iag while the semivariogram models the structural spatial dependence 
((kwvaerts, 1997). 'therefore, the ratio of the nugget-to-sill gives a mca. surc of the 
spatial or temporal dependence of the data. The smaller the ratio the stronger is the 
spatial dependence. Calculation of scmivariancc assumcs stationarity. The existence 
of a sill in a scmivariogram is an indication thaw t the process is stationary (Western 
et al., 1998). 
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I: ivc diffcrcnt models were examined to lit the scrnivariancc data. 'These include 
the spherical, lin-car, linear-sill, exponential, and gaussian model. Optimal models 
were determined by examining the lit ol'the model to the scmivariogram as judged by 
2 
the coefficicnt of determination r and RSS (residual sums of squares) valucs. 
i he two modcls that best tit the scmivariograms of soil cnginccring properties data 
were spherical model and the exponential model, which arc defined respectively by: 
Y(h) - Äo + k(1.5(h/(3) - 0.5(h/ß)'] for h< (3 
Y(h)- lo+ X. fOrhy(3 
Y(h) - Äo f 111-cxp(-h/(i)) 
For each of these models, X, ) rcprescnts 
the nugget variance, attributable to 
variance due to scales smaller than the sampling distance plus measurement errors. 
'Iihc structural variance, )., is the variance attributable to the separation distance 
between ob%crvations. 
The sum of X and X is an cstimatc of the total variance. For the spherical 
model, ß is the range and is the maximum separation distance for which sample pairs 
remain correlated. For the exponential model, ß is not the range, but a parameter used 
in the model to provide the range. The range of the exponential model can he 
estimated as 3f1(lsaaks and Srivastava, 1989). 
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3.4 'Foots/Equipment Required 
'I? bc tOxOls and cyuipmcnts which arc rcquircd in this Final Ycar lln)jcct arc: 
i. (il'S((ilobal Positioning System) 
ii. I loc 
in. Scopc and 'I'mwrl 
iv. I'ulythinc bags 




ix. Mechanical sieving equipment 
X. C'ylindcr 
xi. (iti+ tiuflwarc 
xii. Surfer Software 
xiii, Digitizing Software 
3.5.1 Gantt ('hart and Milestone of Project 
the Gantt chart and milestone of the project is attached in the attachment 
behind (refer Appendix Al and A2). 
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('IIAI''I'EIt 4 
RI SLJLT AND DIS('IJSSION 
4.1 (; co-(; rid Sampling Locations 
'Ibc ('orcll )kA W9 soflwarc is used in doing the gco-grid surnplc location. 
Aftcr the goo-grid location is dctcrminc by choosing the intersection of the grid line. 
the (iI'S is done to determine the gco-grid sampling location (I. atitudc and 
Longitude). 2 points were selected to be the control point and the points were plotted 
into Ui'P Campus map and a gco-grid was designed on the map (Figure 4.1.1) 
Fi}; urc t): Ow-grid wtmpling Imattiatt and locution ul'thc control point for (il'ti 
instruntcnt sctup 
10 
T? hr result of* the 61'ti data collection; 
Point 
Main (Iatc 




I. onBitudc ()F: ) 
I lX)°59'47.473K5"i-": 
1(X)58'1 "2.63480"I: 
Fable 4.1.1: Result of (ii'S Data 
I nth points are use as the control point that were used to plot on the t TI P 
Campus map to design the gco-grid sampling locations. The longitude and latitude 
for other sample location is determined by the interpolation method. 
Then, the authtx will proccod onto the bulk density, moisture content, particle size 
distribution, specific gravity and organic content test and 55 samples were to he done. 
4.2 Bulk Density 
Iinmd on surnpic 4. 
Diameter of cylinder - 3.7cm 
IIcight of* cylinder - 7.62cm 
volume of cylinder - 8l . 931(x)ö53cm' 
Mass of cylinder - 28.60M 
Mass of cylinder + soil - 160.45 
Hulk density - 109 , 45&-- 24 may 
81.931(X)853cm' 
-t . 
blW? K0K 13 gm/ cm' 
1I 
4.3 Moisture Content 
1iusctil on samplc 4. 
Mass of container (m 1) _- 20.67g 
Mau of wet sail } container (m2) - 60.15g 
Mass of dry soil * container (m3) - 59.12g 
Moisture content, W- LQ Qg X 1(X) % 
38.45g 
2.678903641 % 
4.4 Spccif3c gravity. 
Rased on sample 4. 
Mass of jar + gas jar + plate (m 1) 543.93g 
Man of jar + gas jar + plate 4 soil (m2) - 820.07g 
Mass of jar + gas jar 1 plate $ soil $ water (m3) - 1tA0.66g 
Mass of jar + gas jar + plate + water (m4) - 1548.66 g 
spccitic ßrsvity ý ---3#, 
Z2Q7u 543-93a 
(154K. bbß - 543.93ß) - (1 640. (liß _a 820.07ß) 
- 1.499619854 Mß/m' 
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4.5 Organic content 
liu. ticd on wcnplc 4. 
M&u of contnincr, a . 20.78g 
Ma. ti. % of* oven dried -«)il + container (at 1 1Q'('), X. SQ. KK 
Mass of dry soil + cuntaincr (at 440'C'), Y 
Percent of organic contcnt, % 
: O. 78 Y) 
48.6ý 
-(50.8Y . 20.7$1) - (48. öY 
(50.8g - 20.78g) 
7.328447702% 
4.6 Partkk tiixc Distribution 
Nascd on samplr 4. 
mass 
of Mass of 
Shve Move. sieve " Mass retained, g 
size S soll, g (m) 
3 35mm 484 57 4942 9 83 
- -- _---- ---____ ý 2mm 380 99 494 2 113 21 
1 18mm 425 91 492 83 88 92 
800Nm 408 27 478 21 89 94 
425pm 38967 489 35 119.88 
30" 35803 400 21 133 32 
212}+m 339 87 405 58 
_ 
85 91 
150}xn 289 22 279 01 9 79 
83}im 328 43 338 91 12 48 
Pfsauv 
83}im 245 47 247.04 1,57 
Porconts" nitalmd, 











`I'ablr 4.6.1: Particlc Sin Distribution 
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4.7 Statistical Analysis 
'The %ummary of normal statistics of the soil engineering properties ohtaincd 
from SS samples is shown in fable 1. '! hc coefficient of variation (CV) is an indicator 
of variability. Among the four soil properties examined the organic content show the 
hilt CV (58.31%). followed by moisture content (37.34%) and fine content 
(13.26%). while soil bulk density shows the lowest (9.47%) CV (Table 4.7.1) 
the lowcrx ('V for bulk densitics are expected because the range over which 
ail density could vary is nanu w compared to other soil properties. 
k)ol pnoportws 
_- Fuws (%) 
Mutstutc cuntont ('1i) i Organic consm" 






























Table 4.7.1: Sample sire (N), maximum, minimum. mean, standard deviation (SI)). 
Coefficient of variation (CV) oi'tc%tcd soil engineering propcrtics 
4.9 (: cwtatbtkal Analysis 
I he best tilted srtnivarioUratn model puratneters arc shown in Table 4.8.1. 
'l? te hest fitted sernivariogram of ditTercnt soil properties are shown in Figure 10, 
Figure 11. Figure 1" and Figure 13. 
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Thus, it is possible to examine the spatial structure and dependencies of the 
soil properties in terms of semivariogram parameters, the range, sill, nugget, and 
nugget-to-sill ratio atIcr the scmivariogram models and parameters for the soil 
properties are done. 
., Oil pmportiom S 
Finc, (4) 
Maistute content 
Urgni< contcnt (%) 
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Fn)m the Figtuc 10.1 1,12, and 13, Co is represent us the nugget which is 
variation not spatially dependent over the range examined. Co .+C is represent as the 
sill which is spatially-indcpcndcnt variance. 
While for Ao is represent as the range which is the separation distance over 
which wnplc locations arc autoconrclatcd. R2 is also known as regression coefficient 
which provides an indication of how well the model tits the variogram data and the 
RSS is mptescnt as residual sums of squares which is provides an exact measure of 
how well the model fits the vuriogram data, the lower the reduced sums of squares, 
the better the model fits. 
The spherical isotropic model is a modified quadratic function for which at 
some distance range, pairs of points will no longer be autocorrelated and the 
semivariogram reaches an asymptote. While for the exponential isotropic model is 
similar to the spherical in that it approaches the sill gradually, but different from the 
spherical in the rate at which the sill is approached and in the fact that the model and 
the sill never actually converge. 
The range is considered as the distance beyond which observations arc 
spatially dependant. The rung also the separation distance over which sample 
locations are autocorrclatcd. ln the study area of the 1111" campus, the bulk density 
showed the IarUcut rank (41lOm), followed by moisture content (3735m), and 
organic content (38th), while the tine content showed the shortest range (150m) (sec 
Table 4.7.1). 
The sill is a measure of the variability in the dutu. '1hºc highest sill was 
obnervcd for tine content followed by moisture content and organic content, while 
bulk density showed the lowest sill ('f'able 4. K. 1). 1hcrelore, in the study area large 
Is 
variability arc a3aociatcd with tine and moisture content while relatively low 
variability are as oeiated with organic content and hulk density. 
I? ac nugget-to-sill ratio gives an indicator of the spatial dependency of the 
data. A variable is considered to have a strong spatial dependence if the ratio is less 
than 25%, and a moderate spatial denpcndcncc if the ratio between 25% and 75%. 
and a wcaj dependence for ratio -75% ((Iodcrya ct al., 1 996). The nugget to sill ratio 
for all soil prupcrtics examined in the study rangcd from 16% to 24% (<25%) ( Table 
4.8.1). 1hus, it is indicating the strong spatial depcndcnce. 'I'he strong spatial 
dependency of the soil engineering properties provides indication of the influence of 
intrinsic or extrinsic factors. 
The nugget is measure of all unaccounted spatial variability at distance 
srnalicr than the smallest lag (160 m in this study) while the structural variance 
accounts for variation due to spatial autocorrelation. The relatively smaller nuggets 
for soil organic content and bulk density ('t'able 4.8.1 and Figure 10 and 12) suggest 
that less variation existed for these two soil properties at distances shorter than the 
srnallcat lag. 
In contrast, the relatively larger nuggets for soil fine and moisture content 
compared to soil organic content and bulk density (scc 'fable 4.8.1 and Figure 
10,11.12. and 13) suggests that the variation of soil tines and moi%turc contents at 
distartm *horter than the smallest lag are more than for organic contents and bulk 
densities. 
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4.9 Kring Spatial Soil Properties 
The spatial distribution of soil properties for unsamplcd locations in the study area 
wvrc obtained from interpolation between sampled location by the method of 
kringing, based on semivariograms of the soil properties at sampled locations. Figure 
14,15.16, and 17 illw tratc the spatial distribution of bulk dcnsity, moisture content, 
organic content, and tines respectively, over the study area. 
Ihcsc naps of spatial distribution of soil prupcrties in conjuction with the site map 
(Figurc 9) now allow examining the closeness of association between variation in soil 
properties and topographic conditions. 
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Figurr 17: Spatial variability of soil fins 
4.10 Variation Of Soil Properties On Land Ilse Conditions 
Statistical and gcostatistical characterization of the soil properties provided 
strong evidence to the existence of influence from intrisic to extrinsic factors on the 
spatial variability of soil propcrties. "I o investigate into this aspect, the cflcct of Lind 
use changes was cxamincd, 
'Co examine the effect of land uvc changer on the variability of soil properties, 
the study area wn. + catcgorizcd by two ions which is disturbed and undisturbed area 
(refer Figurc 4). 
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The disturbed . one is the zone with the fiorest clearance, building construction 
and ground alteration look place. Undisturbed area is where the ground is in its 
original condition such as the forest area. The mean of each soil properties 
investigated were computed for these two zones and compared as shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Efcv; t of land use puttcrns on soil propcrtics (MC: Moisturc content; FC: 






Figure I8 indicates that the mcan soil moisture content (MC) was higher in 
the undisturbed zones than compared to disturbed zones. Ilowevcr, the mean soil fine 
content (FC) and organic content ((X') were higher in the disturbed zones compared 
to undisturbed zones. 
Thwi it appears that the significant differences bctwccn soil engineering 
pnupcrtic% between the disturbed and forest zones are a consequence of disturbances 
cause by forest clearance and land alteration. It also appears that large variability of 








*I he author concludes that the soil properties arc varying spatially and 
both are influenced by the intrinsic and extrinsic factors. 'lhe spatial variability causes 
difficulty in representing a sail with a deterministic or precisely defined set of 
characteristics and precludes charactcriration of soil hydrological response. 
This proposed study will allow undcrstanding and characterization of small 
acme spatial variability nature of soil physical properties characteristics in University 
Icchntology of PE'I'RONAS (t)'I'N) ctunpus area with a statistic and geostatistic 
mcthod. 'Mix study will find out and characterize spatial structure of soil physical 
properties characteristics of soil under tropical climate in tenns of scmivariogram 
jwramctrn. 
Ely using gcostatistic, it can indicate distance of where the correlated data 
occurred, the variability of the data and also the degree of the spatial dependency. 
Elesidcs, it also can allows mapping of the spatial distribution and the normal 
statistics will helped in idcntifying causes of the variability in the soil engineering 
propcrticx. 
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Statistical & Geostatistkal analysis 
Preparing poster, oral and 
dilserttion report 
Poster exhibition " 
Submiss on Of D+uertlon (soh 
bound 
Oral Presentation " 
SubmhNps Of Deswuon 
(hard bound) . 
4$ 
ýjýjºrruJ(. t (': Dato of hulk dcnsity 
%. MpiC , t, o. ýie. dKE: 1 
1 10(J" 511' 47 502" 
' 
21 100° 5! C 47 502" 
1 100" Sr 47 50: " 
41 100° Sr 47 502" 
S 100° Sr 1S 178" 
6 100" Sr ; 5.8711" 
7 I00' Sr 10.07" 
a 100°Sr 1007" 
10(r Sir 24.254" 
10 I00° Sr 24.254 
11 100° Sr 24 254" 
12 100° Sr 19,442- 
13 l oor Sr 19 442" 
14 100" Sr 19 442" 
IS 
16 I00"5r1261" 






21 10(r 51' 6 1111" 
22 loo-Sa'6ala" 
21 1 oo° Sr6. ala" 
24 100" Sr 1.006" 
:S 10(r Sir 1.006" 
26 i 00" SrI 006" 
27 l 00" Sr1 006" 
21 1 00° Sr 1006" 
.ý 
0ý 
100' Sr 1.006' 
1 Oü° ir1.006' 
.-ý 
11 1 (00'srss. Iw- 
12 IOQ' Sr SS IW" 
11 1 ioo- sr SS. iw- r- 
1; loo- sr ss. iw- 
15 Ioa- Sr ss. IW- 
)A I00" sr Ss. I91- 
» 100- Sr SS Iyd- P- 
in i 100' sr 49 192" 
I Latitude(N) Mn-_ 
4" 22'52.175" 1 129,84 I 
4°'2' S7.15" 130.44 
4° 23' 2.525" 124.73 





4° 23' 7.7" 103.06 
4° 23' 2.525" 94.67 
4°23'7.7" 89 
4°22'57116.12 
4" 21' 7.7" 108.31 
4° 2 1' 12.875" 97.6 




4° 2 i' 12. N75" 112.8 
112.1 
4" 2V2.525" 104 
4° 21' 7.7" 1 18.7 
. ý__. 4° : 1' 1:. 875"-. L- 1 19.1 
4" 22' S7.. 35" 122 
4 1'. ° 23' 2.525" 11ýi. 9 li 
4°23'7.7" 
4' 21' I2175" 
4'23' 1905' 





4" 2=' 51.175" L-' 4 
4° 22 , 57.15" 
_ 118.1 
ý_ 4* 23'2-525" IIS. 1 
ý-»-- 4" 21' 7,7" 
__ 
I06.8 
4" 21' 12.875" 1003 
4" 21' 18. O5" 123.6 
4" 
2 2' 
4 1. R2 S" 108.6 
4" 22' S2 175" 105 1 
4"21'2.525" 10.1.2 
4" 21' 7.7" 104.5 
.. ý 
4" 2 1' 12.875" 108.8 
ý, 
4°: 3' ia. o5"ý 116.2 
4° 21' : 1.225" ua. 2V 
4° 22'41.825" 1 103.89 
Vulumc 
x 1.911(8)x5 i 
8 1.93 1(X)853 
81.9 31(8)851 




































































































100" N7'49,192" 4"22'47.0" 
1 00° 5 7' 49 3112" 4° 22' 52.175" 
0 
1- 112 
10a° 5.7 49.192- J 4° 22'57.35" ý 










100''57' 4 1, i7" 
1 
4"22'47,0" 
100" ST 43,57 1 4° . 2' 52.175" 0 
97.4 
It)7.7 
100" 57 "43.57" 4" 22' 57.15" 116.4 
100° ST 41 57 4° 21' 12. E75" 110.2 
100- 5 7' 41.37" 1 4° 2 1' 18,05" 1 I06.2 
100" 5T. 17.758' 1 4" 22'41.1125" 118.5 
10o"5r17759' 1 4°21'2.525" 1 115.18 
100 ST 17.7SR' 1 4° 23' 7.7" 1 111.5 
9 100' ST 17.758' 4° 21' 12.875" 89,8 
IO0° 3T 11 946" 4" 22' 47.0" 125.86 
1 00° 57 11.446" 4' 22' 52.175" 114.1 
So 











81.9 31 a1853 
81.91100851 
81.91100853 




















.f f) * nk/tx ! ): Data of nkn%turc euntcnt 
tiampk i I. ýmgitucfoýI: ) 
I+ 100°SIC47502' 
2jl o0r' Sä47.502' 
lI IOO' Sä47. SO2' 
r 
r4ý1 
00° SR' 17.50: ' 
ýSI 
t0(r, 51r 1S Elf' 
6 100°tit'1S1179' 
7 100" S t' 10 07' 




I00" 5ä 24 254' 
10 I00`SR'. 42541 
11 100' S! Z' :4' S4' 
100'Si"la 442' 
I3 lo(- Sä in 442 



















F 11 1 r 14 
IS 
16 
Ma35 Of wCt soil 
Container 
IAtdudc(N) (n%2) 
4" 22' S2.17S" 92.04 
ý 
} 4° 22' S%. )S' 67.4 
4° 2l' 2. S2S' 52.02 
1 W' 
4" 23' 12.875" 60.15 
4" . _' 52.175* 61.03 
4"21'7,7' 58.77 
1 --t 4'21'2. S25' 61.17 
4' 21' 7 7' 58.19 
4°22'57.15' 1316.12 
4'21'7.7' 1116.71 
4' 21' 12.27S' 1549.71 
4' 22' 57.3S' 1406.05 
4,2 V 7.7' 49.17 
s 
-I a: ºi: a7 ti' 
1 00 ', x 1: o; ' 
ill(1" 1Ir 12 e't - 
too- 1r t: 6i- 
too-W 6all, 












sr 1 ooe- 
srloos' 
Srtooe* } 
ý: ý" ..: ti 
ý" :V7 7' 








a- :r21: 5- _l - 
SS. A 
. 1". i'7 7' 
d° 21' 12 t7S' 
4' : 1' Ii 0S' 
S:. U1 
S(. 6 
i. t. S 
S1.06 4' 22' 47,0' 
, _I 
4' :: ' 52 175" 1 49,77 
4"22's7,13' 1 S2.41 
100" Sr 1 006' 4" 2)' 7 7- 
100- 1r 1 006" 4" :, l' i: 175- 
Iov- )r 1 006- 1 . 1-: )' in Os- 
0 
10(r +r ill 194' Tr:: ' 41 112S' S1.07 
I ioor i? SS Iw- , {- :: 52 17S- SI. 05 
100'sr SS 194' 4'21'2S2S' S271 
100' sr SS 194' V2r7.7' 50,4 1 ý 
-0 
100" sr, 1 IW- 4-: º" I: 173- 4v>K>1 º 







Maws of dry Mass of 
soil + container 
c(mtxincr (nt3) (m 1) 









































































IS . 10864198 
31 
17 100° ST S S. 194 * 
3E 100°S7 4932 2- 
3y Iow Sr491ä2' 
40 100° Yr 49.1 ä2' 
41 100° ST 49.192- 
42 100- ST 49 1a2- 
41 100" 57 49 11t: ' 
44 100° ST 41 57" 
41 100° ST 41 S7' 
46 I00"ST41S7' 
47 100" ST 41.57 
48 100- ST 4157* 
_49 
100" ST 41 S 7' 
50 100' ST 17 7Se' 
51 100-57' 177S1' 
5: 100- 17* 17 71l' 
53 100' 57' 17 71l' 









4° 21' 12 1175' 
4° 2l' 18 V5' 
4° 22' 41.925' 
4' 22'47.0'_ 
4° 22' S2 175" 
4° 22' S7,15' 
4' 21' 12 975' 
4° 2r 19.05' 
4° 22' 41 925' 
4° 21' 2.52S0 
4`_1'77' 
ý 
4° 21' 12.975' 
4' 22* 47 
. 
0' 









55.7 50.8 22.5 17. 
50.14 46.28 20.04 
. 
14. 
50.02 45.24 19.53 18. 
50.89 47.92 20.05 1() 
49.8 45.74 19.52 15 
48.5 45,3 18.84 12. 
51.5 44 20.7 32 
519 46.9 21.22 27 
49,1 44.7 18.8 17 
51.21 48.7 19.84 8.7 
50.9 46.7 19.7 15 
50.34 
_ 
45.1 19.77 20. 
51.81 46.1 21.11 23 
48.21 43.5 18.61 19 
50.4 43,5 19.7 28 
51.96 50.5 23.22 12 







































E: t )ata of' urpnic caYntcnt 
S.. pý. 
}i 
ý, eK+ers. (E) 
II I(x1° 1, R' 47 1,0: ' 
: I00" Sr 47 S02' 
100" 5r 47 502' 
4 IO0^' Sr 47 1,02' 
5 IO0° fr l1,97e- 
6 ! 00", rl1, R7a' 
t. ekade(N ) 
4" : '' SJ I7S" 
4" 22' 57.35' 1 I 
4"21'2521' 
4"2i' 12A75" 




I IOW i rwor 
V 1oa- ir: 4 . w- 
10 100- sr 24 254- 
I1 100- 1 r? i? S! ' 
12 Io0- sr Ii 442- 
Il 100- sr 19 4i2- 
14 100" Mr Is 442' 
u 
le 100` 1r 1: er 
17 100` +r 1! e I- 
It 100" 'rl: el' 
19 1 0o' AreaIt' 
20 Io0' tir e tlt- 
21 100° *Ir e III* 
22 100°Sreoil, 
2) 111`6 air 
:41 ov- 1r1 006- 
10v- sr 100e- 
26 10(r +r 1006, 
27 10(r sr 1006, 
21 Ioo- 1r 1 ooe' 
29 10v` ±r 1006, 
IOD- ir 1 ooe- 
]I 100- 17 11 194' 
100' 17* 11 194' ' 
100'17* 11I94' 
u 100' 1r 11 194' 
35 100" ir 11 194, 
4"21'77' 
4" 22' 17.11' 
4" 21' 7. r 



















i 4" 2l' 12 1171" 3.21105211051 Wk 
2.2117S11I699 
4: i' :. 12S" 7,1116990596 
4" 21' 7 7" 1.6t4, tW"7 
4" 21' 12.1175" I 1,1 147341 
4" 22' 37,13" 11.11611 111113 
4" ; 1' 4.11211IaW7 
4" 21' 7.7" 20.779220711 
4" 21' 12 1173" 19 52489424 
4" 21' 111.01" 2 1.66666667 
4" 22' 47.0' 11.19421033 i 
4° 22' 12.171' 2. a I711ß0791 
4" 22' 17.. 11' 11.40499642 
4" 21' 2.121' 19.14471941 
I 
4" 21' 7.7" 22.0161876 
4" 23' 12.871' 19.96970694 
4" 21' 18 05" 2 ti 16 S 162'1) 
4" 22' 41 82 S" 14.66666667 
4" 22' S2 171' 22 M)110291 
4" 23'2-32V 10.11866464 
4" 21' 7 7' I7.58I26529 





J 100" ST ii 1Y4" 
ioo° sr ss. iw- 
ioo° sT 49 392- 
19 100° Sr 49 1t2- 
40 1D0" tir 49 1R2- 
41 1 100" sr 49 182- 
42 I t04" S r 49 lö2' 
u Ii 1 OQ" Sr 19.1a2- 
44 lo0" ST 43. sr 
41 loo" 17 '41 Sr 
46 11 oo° 17- f1. }r 
47 
t 10a° 
1r 41 ir 
41 IOU- i7415r 
49 1 100" ir41 ir 
ti0 100" ir 17 71l' 
51 100'17' 1171e' 
ý- --- --ý. -, IOU- 1T 17 71l- 
31 IOU" 37' 17 71t- 
1.4 IOO-1TIt we- 
11 10U" iT 11 we- 
4° : i' 1 ß. 05"- 
4" 21' 21,223" 
4" 22' 41,925" 
i°22'17.0" 
I S. 7S 10SM7 
Iý"6U488Sa6 
-a- 
2p. 82vºIS; 1 




4" 2 i' 18. OS" 
4" 22' 41.825" 
4"22'470" 
4" 22' 52.175" 
4- 22' S7.15- 
4" 21' 12 875" 
4" 23' 18.05- 
4" 22' 41 825" 
4" !V: S23" 
4" 21' 7 7- 
4" 21' 12 875" 
4" 212'47 0' 
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Mass of Mr+9os for+pas 
jar+plate+sodt. water jar+plate+water 
(m3) (m4) 
1621,41 1 1542.43 
-i 1595.65 1 1531.2 1 
0.439132296 
1.4996198S4 
1554.38 1 1.929136366 
1.529959299 
1677.19 1 1554.97 1 1.614541432 
1570,29 1 1552.54 1 1.086383103 
1801.67 1 1542.6 1 2.8317895 78 
1.914308142 
2.868279729 
1777.73 1 1513.57 1 3.064556467 
1861.6 1549.5 3.266521423 
1750.5 1517.4 2.364754098 
1775.01 1565: 35 
1841.32 1 1524.74 1 .. _ .+ 
1809.59 1 1560.8 1 2.2 76893862 
I 
1199j 1552.8 1 2.357772878 
1793.81 1 SS8.86 2.244109081 
1775.9 15 60.2 1.88 546 798 
rý 1804.51 1557.56 2.271299872 
1791.37 1525.22 2.4864562971 
rý 1828.31 1 1558.13 1 2.112189003 1 
I 
1831.6 1 1555.8 1 2.627138643 1 , 
1189.3 1 1560.4 1 1.94939859 
-r 1711.8 1 1SS8.3 1 2.008731618 
I 
1819.96 1558.17 2.325093851 
1801.63 1559.79 2.226617975 
181195 1571.3 2.467210808 
1833.2 1563.9 2.325295276 
1554.6 2.112103618 
ISSO. 7 2.173030449 
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981.81 1824.83 1505,22 3.6 
983.75 1793.8 1554.7 2.17 
993.2 1798.13 1558.13 2.11 
987. S4 1801.23 1552,47 2.26 
990.2 1799.86 1548.6 2.25 
982.53 1778 1541.32 2.15 
994.52 1795.5 1540.86 2.27 
99067 1824 1554.2 232 
978.2 1801.59 1560.64 2.20 
998.3 1814.5 1554.8 2.30 
987.2 1820.62 1556.86 2.40 
9M. 46 
= 
1799.8 1553.91 2.23 
969,3 
ý 
1804.49 1554.26 2.36 
950.06 1791.19 1565.76 2.21 
964.25 1799.6 1543.5 2. 
923.8 1774 1552.3 2.30 
1012.5 1828.49 1566.18 2.22 
1003.89 1834.4 1551.4 2.53 
9172 1760.9 1554.2 2.20 
52 
0471607 
3300297 
7500837 
6557425 
0083256 
2869327 
4794247 
2007788 
0151636 
0342617 
M8678204 
8971774 
3426626 
0927113 
3874203 
1793797 
5588289 
7193396 
4660348 
9465811 
3843914 
